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Twin field quantum key distribution promises high key rates at long distance to beat the rate
distance limit. Here, applying the sending or not sending TF QKD protocol, we experimentally
demonstrate a secure key distribution breaking the absolute key rate limit of repeaterless QKD over
509 km, 408 km ultra-low loss optical fibre and 350 km standard optical fibre. Two independent
lasers are used as the source with remote frequency locking technique over 500 km fiber distance;
Practical optical fibers are used as the optical path with appropriate noise filtering; And finite key
effects are considered in the key rate analysis. The secure key rates obtained at different distances
are more than 5 times higher than the conditional limit of repeaterless QKD, a bound value assuming
the same detection loss in the comparison. The achieved secure key rate is also higher than that
a traditional QKD protocol running with a perfect repeaterless QKD device and even if an infinite
number of sent pulses. Our result shows that the protocol and technologies applied in this experiment
enable TF QKD to achieve high secure key rate at long distribution distance, and hence practically
useful for field implementation of intercity QKD.
Introduction.— Channel loss seems to be the most
severe limitation on the practical application of long
distance quantum key distribution (QKD) [1–3], given
that quantum signals cannot be amplified. Much ef-
forts have been made towards the goal of a longer-
distance for QKD [4–6]. Theoretically, the decoy-state
method [7–9] can improve the key rate of coherent-state
based QKD from scaling quadratically to a linear with
the channel transmittance, as what behaves of a perfect
single-photon source. This method can beat the photon-
number-splitting attack to the imperfect single-photon
source and the coherent state is used as if only those
single-photon pulses were used for key distillation, and
hence it can reach the key rate to a level comparable
with that of a perfect single-photon source.
Remarkably, with the ideal of twin-field QKD(TF-
QKD) [10–17], the secure key rate can be further im-
proved to the scale of the square root of the channel trans-
mittance. This TF-QKD can also drastically improve
secure distance of QKD. It shows that, the coherent-
state source can actually be an advantage over the single-
photon source because it can make use of the linear su-
perposition of vacuum and one photon state of the twin
field from Alice and Bob. This method has the poten-
tial to achieve a key rate that scales with the square
root of channel transmittance, and can by far break the
known distance records of existing protocols in practical
QKD [5, 6]. Although the theoretical secure key rate can
be even higher, any key rate of a repeaterless QKD proto-
col is bounded by the repeaterless secret key capacities,
known as the Takeoka-Guha-Wilde (TGW) bound [18]
and the Pirandola-Laurenza-Ottaviani-Bianchi (PLOB)
bound [19].
So far, there are a number of experiments[20–24] for
TF-QKD, which broke the repeater-less QKD bound
[19], with [21, 22, 24] or without [20, 23] real fiber,
with [21, 24] or without [20, 22, 23] considering the fi-
nite size effect.
However, we are still interested in the target of break-
ing the absolute limit of repeater-less QKD. The abso-
lute limit here is the unconditional bound value for the
repeater-less QKD given whatever devices including per-
fect detection devices. Breaking such a bound is mean-
ingful because we do not have to request any device con-
dition for the repeater-less QKD in comparison. This is
different from breaking the relative bound which is calcu-
lated under the restriction of actual detection efficiency,
a factor of value around 0.3 to the absolute limit. Mean-
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2while, besides beating the rate distance limit, chasing
longer distance is always another major goal for QKD
research. Here we experimentally demonstrate uncondi-
tionally breaking the limit of repeater-less QKD at var-
ious distances and extend the QKD secure distance to
509 km. Especially, the following properties of our ex-
periment makes it merit the unconditionally result in the
breakthrough: 1) Our setup uses two independent laser
sources. There is no incidental light to Alice and Bob,
and hence there is no need to monitor the incident light as
the implementations which directly using seed light from
Charlie. In this sense, our experiment keeps the prop-
erty of measurement-device-independent for the security.
2)We have taken the finite key effect into consideration
with a failure probability of 10−10. This makes the secu-
rity based directly on the final key of the real experiment
itself rather than a security on the imagined final key
from infinite number of pulses. 3)Our results break the
absolute key rate limit of repeater-less QKD and could
be directly deployed in the field.
Since the absolute limit of the key rate is 3 to 4 times
of the relative limit in the prior art experiment[21], we
have to fully upgrade our whole system in both theory
and experimental side.
First, we adopt the protocol of SNSTF QKD [11] with
improved method of post data processing, in the name of
AOPP protocol[25] with finite size effects [26, 27] being
considered. Here, we implement a practical four-intensity
method [16] for decoy-state analysis, where each party
exploits four different intensities, namely, 0, µ1, µ2 and
µz. To improve the key rate, we take bit error rejection
by active odd parity pairing(AOPP)[25] in the post data
processing stage. In this way, the sending probability in
Z basis can be far improved and hence largely improves
the number of effective events. As a result, the final key
rate is improved a lot especially in the case of small data
size with finite key effects being considered. Detailed
calculation of AOPP is presented in the supplement.
Besides optimizing the protocol, we have also substan-
tially improved the experimental setup which is shown
in Fig. 1(a). The realization of TF QKD is challeng-
ing comparing to other QKD protocols, because the pre-
cisely control of the relative phase from independent
lasers through long distance fiber links are required to
ensure high quality interference in the measurement sta-
tion. The phase difference, however, can be accumulated
by any wavelength differences between the light sources,
or by fast phase drift in the fiber link [10].
The wavelengths of two independent lasers are locked
with the time-frequency dissemination technology [21],
as shown in Fig. 1(b). Alice uses a commercial continu-
ous wave laser source that internally locked to her cav-
ity, yielding a linewidth less than 1 Hz at 1550.0465 nm
central wavelength. Bob locks a stable continuous wave
laser source to his cavity using Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
technique [28, 29], yielding a linewidth of approximate 1
Hz at a central wavelength of 1550.0474 nm. The fre-
quency difference between Alice’s and Bob’s ultra stable
lasers is set to 112 Megahertz before further process for
the QKD setup. The relative frequency drift is measured
to be approximately 0.1 Hz·s−1.
Alice divides her light into two parts, one of which
is used as her QKD laser source, and the other is sent
to Bob as a wavelength reference. Bob, receives Alice’s
reference light and compensate the frequency difference
using an acoustic-optic modulator (AOM). Then he splits
his locked light into two parts, one is used as his QKD
laser source, and the other is sent to Alice to compen-
sate the phase noise in the fiber between them. This is
done by Alice using an AOM at her output. The fiber
distance between Alice and Bob for this frequency and
phase locking is fixed to 500 km in all experimental tests,
in order to match the longest distance QKD experiment.
The total loss of the 500 km single mode fiber is mea-
sured as 98.47 dB. 9 bi-directional erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (Bi-EDFAs) are used in the path to amplify
the signal for frequency and phase locking. We note that
this setup is able to deploy in field experiment without
major changes.
The phase drift in the QKD fiber links is compensated
with strong phase reference pulses. In this method, Alice
and Bob periodically send strong phase reference pulses
to the measurement station, where the interference result
is recorded and analyzed to calculate the relative phase
between Alice’s and Bob’s fiber [21]. We note that to
acquire the phase the signal pulses experience, there are
a few requirements for the phase reference pulses: the
wavelength must be set to the same as the signal; they
must transmit exactly the same optical fiber; thus, the
phase reference pulses are time-multiplexing with the sig-
nal pulse. The intensity of the phase reference pulses are
set with enough photons received at the measurement
station.Thus the peak intensity in the long distance ex-
periment is high and thus will inevitably induce addi-
tional noise to the measurement besides the detectors’
dark counts. This will be discussed in detail later.
Then in order to avoid the PNS attack [7], USD at-
tack [30] and implement phase estimation, the two users
individually encode the light to 16 different phase slices
with a phase modulator (PM) and 5 different intensities
with three intensity modulators (IMs). The largest inten-
sity pulses are used as reference pulses for phase estima-
tion, while the other 4 are used as the signal state pluses,
strong decoy state pluses, weak decoy state pluses, and
vacuum state pluses. In order to implement a more than
500 km TF QKD, the intensity ratio between the refer-
ence pulses and the vacuum decoy state signal should be
higher than 50 dB in the pulse duration. This requires
a huge dynamic range for the IM. Here, we achieved a
stable intensity modulation by placing the IMs in a thick
foam box to reduce the fluctuations of the ambient tem-
perature and designing a reasonable modulation wave-
3FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of our experimental setup. Alice and Bob use remotely frequency-locked stable continuous wave (CW)
lasers as sources. These light sources are then modulated by a phase modulator (PM) and three intensity modulators (IM1, IM2,
IM3) for phase randomization, encoding, and decoy intensity modulation. The pulses are then attenuated by an attenuator
(ATT) and sent out via fiber spools to Charlie. At Charlie’s station, the encoded pulses from Alice and Bob are adjusted
with polarization controllers (PCs) and polarized with polarization beam splitters (PBSs), then filtered with Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexings (DWDMs) and circulators (CIRs), and finally interfered at a beam splitter (BS). The pulses are detected
by superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs). (b) Remote Frequency-locking system for Alice’s and Bob’s
light sources. The fiber length fixed to 500 km for all experimental tests. 9 bi-directional erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(Bi-EDFAs) are deployed in the fiber path. BS: beam splitter, AOM: acousto-optic modulator, Bi-EDFA: bidirectional erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers, FM: Faraday mirror, PD: photodiode. (c) The time sequence of the basic modulation period. During
the basic modulation period of 1 µs, Alice (Bob) randomly modulate a intensity to µx, (µx ∈ {µz, µ1, µ2, 0}) and phase to θA
(θB) (θA, θB ∈ {0, pi/8, 2pi/8...15pi/8}) on 15 signal pulses with a 1 ns duration and 29 ns interval in the first 450 ns, in the
next 400 ns, Alice modulate the intensity to µref and phase orderly to 0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2, while Bob modulate the intensity to
µref and phase to pi on 4 reference pulses with a 100 ns duration, finally they modulate the intensity to 0 and phase to pi on a
vacuum state pulses in the last 150 ns as the recovery time for the SNSPDs.
form pattern. We set the basic period to 1 µs with a
time sequence as shown in Fig. 1(c), in which we send
15 signal pulses, each with a 1 ns pulse duration and 29
ns interval for the first 450 ns, 4 strong phase reference
pulses, each with a 100 ns pulse duration and different
phase in the next 400 ns, and the vacuum states as the
recovery time for the superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors (SNSPDs) in the last 150 ns.
Then we attenuate signals from both sides into single
photon level with passive attenuators. At the measure-
ment station (Charlie), the two beams are interfered at
a beam splitter (BS) and the interference results are de-
tected by 2 SNSPDs and recorded by a high speed multi-
channel time tagger. Both the signal and the reference
pulses are detected by the SNSPDs, thus, low dark count
rate, high detection efficiency and high count rate are
required at the same time. We improve the SNSPD by
integrating a filter on the end face of the coupling fiber to
reduce the dark count and the insertion loss compared to
that in [21]. A resistor is inserted in series to the SNSPD
at low temperature to accelerate the recovery process and
avoid the latching effect [31]. The dark count of the two
SNSPDs are measured to be both less than 3.5 Hz, with
the detection efficiencies of 56% and 58%. The maximum
counting rate of the detectors are tested to be approxi-
mately 10 MHz with continuous light as input.
As mentioned previously, the reflection and scattering
of the strong reference pulses will induce various of noise.
The forward Rayleigh scattering might be the strongest
effect in the long fiber. However, it would not influence
the signal because it remains in the same time period
as the reference pulses, which is at least 14.5 ns separa-
tion to the signal in time domain. It is the same case
for Brillouin scattering noise with small frequency differ-
ency. Raman scattering noise has a THz frequency shift
and the chromatic dispersion will move the noise into the
signal time span. According to our calculation, the Ra-
man scattering noise may induce about 100 cps at 250
km and will increase with larger intensity of the phase
reference pulses. This confirms with our test result. We
4insert a 100G Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(DWDM) filter to eliminate this noise. When eliminat-
ing the above noises, there are still a few noise source
beside the detector dark count: the reflection of SNSPD
or the backward Rayleigh scattering will again introduce
backward Rayleigh scattering noise that transmit in the
same direction with the signal and distribute uniformly
in time domain. The scattering noise from the reflection
of SNSPD is about 100 cps and can be removed by in-
serting a circulator before the SNSPD. The Re-Rayleigh
scattering of Rayleigh scattering (RRSORS) is, however
inevitable in our experiment.
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FIG. 2. Theoretical and experimental noise rate with dif-
ferent fiber lengths. Alice and Bob are assumed to emit at
the working intensity, with 2 MHz reference counts detected.
The green curve is the theoretical simulation based on the Re-
Rayleigh scattering of Rayleigh scattering (RRSORS) model
and detector dark counts. The black stars are the experimen-
tal results.
Here, we demonstrate a RRSORS model in fiber to
estimate the detection noise by the following formula:
d =
P0S
2
4Eνα
e−αl[l +
e−2αl
2α
− l
2α
] +Dc (1)
where d is the detection noise count, Eν is the photon
energy, l is the fiber length, α is the loss coefficient of
fiber, P0 is the intensity of light sent into the fiber, Dc is
the dark count of SNSPD. As shown in Fig. 2, we tested
the detection noise in our experiment, which is almost
agreement with the estimation results and increases with
distance as the predominance of RRSORS noise over long
distances. Fortunately, the RRSORS noise is at the same
level as the SNSPD dark counts and acceptable at 500 km
scale. Additionally, we tested the detection noise caused
by RRSORS corresponding to different count rates with
250 km standard optical fiber, which is also almost agree-
ment with the estimation results(see Supplemental Ma-
terials for details about the RRSORS model).
After all these upgrades, we performed SNS-TF-QKD
with the 350 km standard optical fiber, 408 km and 509
km ultra-low-loss optical fiber between Alice and Bob.
The corresponding detailed parameters which include the
optical efficiencies of the fibers and optical devices at the
measurement site, the proportions and intensities of each
states for each fiber lengths are summarized in Supple-
mental Materials.
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FIG. 3. SNS-TF-QKD secure key rates. The black diamond
point is the experimental secure key rate with 350 km stan-
dard single mode fiber; The green square point is the experi-
mental secure key rate with 408 km ultra-low loss fiber; And
the red circle point is the experimental secure key rate with
509 km ultra-low loss fiber. The orange cross point shows
the experimental secure key rate of the three-state time-bin
QKD [6], and the blue star point shows the experimental se-
cure key rate of 4-intensity decoy-state MDI-QKD [5]. The
black, green and red curve respectively shows the simulation
result for standard fiber length of 350 km, ultra-low loss fiber
length of 408km and 509 km with noise probability of 1×10−8
and X-basis baseline error of 0.04; Finally, the black and red
dashed curve show the absolute key rate limit of repeaterless
of standard fiber and ultra-low loss fiber.
With the considering of the finite data size effect, we
calculated the secure key rate [26]. The experimental
results are presented in Fig. 3, the final key rates break
the absolute linear bound at all distances. In the 350
km standard optical fiber experiment, the total pulses
sent is 3× 1011, the valid detections are 7.55× 106, and
the secure key rate is calculated to R = 6.34 × 10−7.
Similarly, with a total pulses 5.2 × 1011 sent in the 408
km experiment, the valid detections are 1.0 × 107, the
secure key rate is R = 3.2 × 10−7, which is more than 3
orders of magnitude higher than that reported in [6] and
4 orders of magnitude higher than that in [5]. Further, we
perform an experiment with 509 km fiber distance. With
1.55×1012 pulses sent, the valid detections are 2.76×106,
5and the secure key rate is R = 1.79× 10−8. This secure
key rate is higher than the absolute PLOB bound in all
these directions, this again verifies the high performance
of the SNS-TF-QKD with AOPP.
In conclusion, we have developed remote opti-
cal frequency-locking technique, experimentally imple-
mented the SNS-TF-QKD protocol with two independent
lasers to break the absolute key rate limit of repeaterless
over 350 km, 408 km and 509 km, and demonstrated a
RRSORS model to verify the predominance of the de-
tection noise over long distances. Moreover, the 500 km
long accompanying fiber link for frequency lock makes
our system naturally fit in a field test, which will be the
next step for this research.
Another interesting question for the future research is
how to approach the limit of TF QKD. Currently, the
dominated noise is RRSORS within fiber, which is in-
evitable with our design. One possible solution is to
exploit optical frequency comb instead of strong refer-
ence pulses. The optical frequency comb can simulta-
neously emit multiple different wavelength continuous
wave lasers while maintain stable phase difference be-
tween each other [32, 33]. This characteristic of the op-
tical frequency comb is expected to achieve a different
wavelength modulation of the reference pulses and the
signal pulses in SNS-TF-QKD to avoid the RRSORS.
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6THEORY OF IMPROVED SNS-TF-QKD
PROTOCOL
In our experiment, the 4 intensity SNS protocol with
AOPP proposed in [25, 27] is used. In the protocol, Al-
ice and Bob will repeat the following process for N times
to obtain a series of data: In each time window, Alice
(Bob) randomly decides whether it is a decoy window
with probability 1 − pz, or a signal window with proba-
bility pz. If it is a signal window, with probability ε, Alice
(Bob) randomly prepares a phase-randomized weak co-
herent state (WCS) pulse with intensity µz, and denote it
as bit 1 (0); with probability 1−ε, Alice (Bob) prepares a
vacuum pulse, that is, doing nothing and denote it as bit
0 (1). If it is a decoy window, Alice (Bob) randomly pre-
pares a pulse of coherent state |0〉, |eiθA√µ1〉 or |eiθ′A√µ2〉
(state |0〉, |eiθB√µ1〉 or |eiθ′B√µ2〉) with probabilities p0,
p1 and 1 − p0 − p1, respectively, where θA, θ′A, θB and
θ′B are different in different windows, and are random in
[0, 2pi). Then Alice and Bob send their prepared pulses
to Charlie. Charlie is assumed to perform interferometric
measurements on the received pulses and announces the
measurement results to Alice and Bob. If one and only
one detector clicks in the measurement process, Charlie
also tells Alice and Bob which detector clicks, and Alice
and Bob take it as an one-detector heralded event.
Then Alice and Bob announce the basis they used in
each time window in the public channel. For a time win-
dow where both of Alice and Bob used the signal window,
it is a Z window. And the one-detector heralded events
in Z windows are called effective events. Alice and Bob
get two nt-bit strings ZA and ZB formed by the corre-
sponding bits of effective events of Z windows. Strings
ZA and ZB will be used to extract the secure final keys.
The intensity of pulses, that is the decision of sending
or not sending in Z windows are kept private, but the
intensities of other pulses would be publicly announced
after Alice and Bob finished basis calibration. For a time
window where both of Alice and Bob used the decoy win-
dow and the intensities of WCS pulses they sent out are
the same, Alice and Bob also announces the phase infor-
mation θA, θ
′
A, θB and θ
′
B in the public channel. And if
the phases of WCS pulses satisfy
1− | cos(θA − θB − ψAB)| ≤ λ, (2)
or
1− | cos(θ′A − θ′B − ψAB)| ≤ λ, (3)
it is an X window. Here ψAB can take an arbitrary
value which can be different from time to time as Alice
and Bob like, so as to obtain a satisfactory key rate for
the protocol [21]. λ is a positive value close to 0, and
would be optimized to obtain the highest key rate. And
the one-detector heralded events in X windows are called
effective events.
We have the following definitions to clearly show
our calculation process. We denote ρ0 = |0〉〈0|, ρ1 =∑
k=0
µk1e
−µ1
k! |k〉〈k|, ρ2 =
∑
k=0
µk2e
−µ2
k! |k〉〈k| and ρz =∑
k=0
µkze
−µz
k! |k〉〈k|, where ρ1 and ρ2 are the density op-
erators of the phase-randomized WCS used in decoy
windows and ρz is the density operator of the phase-
randomized WCS used in the signal window. And this
also applies to Bob’s quantum state. In the whole pro-
cess, Alice and Bob obtain Nαβ(αβ = {00, 01, 02, 10, 20})
instances when Alice sends state ρα and Bob sends state
ρβ . And after Charlie’s measurement, Alice and Bob ob-
tain nαβ one-detector heralded events. We denote the
counting rate of source αβ as Sαβ = nαβ/Nαβ , and its
corresponding expected value as 〈Sαβ〉.
For the original SNS protocol, the lower bounds of the
counting rate of untagged bits, 〈s10〉 and 〈s01〉, and the
upper bound of its phase-flip error rate 〈eph1 〉 are needed
to calculate the secure final key rate. Here the untagged
bits are caused by the effective events of Z windows where
only one party of Alice and Bob chooses to send out
a phase-randomized WCS pulse and she or he actually
sends out a single photon. All the one-detector heralded
events except the effective events of the Z windows are
used to calculate 〈s10〉 and 〈s01〉, which are [27]
〈s01〉 =
µ22e
µ1〈S01〉 − µ21eµ2〈S02〉 − (µ22 − µ21)〈S00〉
µ2µ1(µ2 − µ1) , (4)
〈s10〉 =
µ22e
µ1〈S10〉 − µ21eµ2〈S20〉 − (µ22 − µ21)〈S00〉
µ2µ1(µ2 − µ1) , (5)
where 〈Sjk〉 and 〈Sjk〉 are the lower and upper bounds
estimated by its corresponding observed values with the
help of Chernoff bound.
If both of Alice and Bob choose to send the WCS pulses
with intensity µ1 in an X window, we call it X1 window.
We denote the number of instances of X1 windows as
NX1 . And for the effective event of the X1 window that
the phases of the pulse pair satisfy cos(θA − θB) > 0
and Charlie announces that this pulse pair causes the
right detector clicking, or the phases of the pulse pair
satisfy cos(θA − θB) < 0 and Charlie announces that
this pulse pair causes the left detector clicking, it is a
wrong effective event. We denote the number of wrong
effective event of X1 windows as mX1 , and we have TX1 =
mX1/NX1 , whose corresponding expected value is 〈TX1〉.
A phase-flip error occurs when the one-detector heralded
event in X1 windows is a wrong effective event, thus we
have [27]
〈eph1 〉 =
〈TX1〉 − e−2µ1〈S00〉/2
2µ1e−2µ1〈s1〉 , (6)
where 〈s1〉 = (〈s01〉+ 〈s10〉)/2.
Before we use 〈s10〉, 〈s01〉, and 〈eph1 〉 to calculate the
final key rate and extract the secure final keys, we can
7perform the actively odd-parity pairing (AOPP) on Al-
ice’s and Bob’s strings to improve the final key rate.
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FIG. 4. Flow chart of AOPP execution.
AOPP is a pre-error correction process with two way
communication. While performing AOPP, as shown in
the schematic Fig. 4, Bob randomly pairs the bits in ZB ,
where one bits are randomly chosen from all the left bits
0, the other bit is randomly chosen from all the left bits
1, and obtains np = min(nt0, nt1) pairs, where nt0 is
the number of bits 0 and nt1 is the number of bits 1 in
ZB . The unpaired bits would be directly discarded. We
denote the pair that contains i-th and j-th bit of ZB as
(z′i, z
′
j), where z
′
i and z
′
j are the corresponding bit values.
Then Bob broadcasts all the location of bits in each pair
(z′i, z
′
j) to Alice. Alice calculates the value of zi ⊕ zj and
broadcast it to Bob, where zi is the value of i-th bit and
zj is the value of j-th bit of ZA. If zi⊕ zj 6= 1, Alice and
Bob discard this bit pair; If zi⊕zj = z′i⊕z′j , Alice and Bob
keep the second bit of the bit pair. The remained bits
form two new n′t-bit strings Z
′
A and Z
′
B , which would be
used to extract the secure final keys. Although the bit flip
error rate of strings Z ′A and Z
′
B , E
′
Z , is an observed value
in experiment, we can estimate this value in theory to
show the power of AOPP intuitively. Only the following
two types of pair can be survived after AOPP:
1. The two bits in the pair are both caused by the events
that only one of Alice and Bob decides sending a phase-
randomized WCS pulse. And we denote the number of
those pairs as ncc.
2. One of the bit in the pair is caused by the event that
both of Alice and Bob decide not sending, and the other
bit in the pair is caused by the event that both of Alice
and Bob decide sending. We denote the number of those
pairs as nvd.
The bit flip error rate E′Z is expected to be
E′Z =
nvd
ncc + nvd
. (7)
As the counting rate of the events that both Alice and
Bob decide not sending is pretty small, this process can
reduce the bit flip error rate significantly and hence a
large ε can be used to improve the number of effective
events, nt, in the Z windows. With the improvement
of nt, the final key rate can be improved by one or two
times under the situation that the AOPP process drops
at least half of the bits in ZA and ZB . Note that the
traditional error correction with two way communication
can not improve the key rate under practical sources and
channels [25].
At same time as the parity of the pairs is always odd,
one extra bit information of each pair has been leaked,
thus the untagged bits now are the bits that survived
from those bit pairs formed by two untagged bits. And
we can estimate the lower bound of the number of those
new untagged bits, 〈n′1〉, according to 〈s01〉 and 〈s10〉,
which is
〈n′1〉 =
〈n01〉
nt0
〈n10〉
nt1
np, (8)
where
〈n10〉 = Np2z(1− )µze−µz 〈s10〉, (9)
〈n01〉 = Np2z(1− )µze−µz 〈s01〉. (10)
The phase-flip error rate of those new untagged bits is
〈eph′1 〉 = 2〈eph1 〉(1− 〈eph1 〉) [25].
We can use the Chernoff bound to help us estimate the
real value of the number of new untagged bits and the
corresponding phase flip error rate, which are
n′1 = ϕ
L(〈n′1〉), eph′1 =
ϕU (〈n′1〉〈eph′1 〉)
〈n′1〉
, (11)
where ϕL(x) and ϕU (x) are defined in Eqs. (18)-(21).
Finally we can calculate the length of secure final keys
by the following formula
lA =n
′
1[1− h(eph′1 )]− fn′th(E′Z)− log2
2
εcor
− 2 log2
1√
2εPAεˆ
,
(12)
where h(x) = −x log2(x)−(1−x) log2(1−x) is the Shan-
non entropy.
With the formula of Eq. (12), the protocol is εtol-
secure, and εtol = εcor + εsec, where εsec = 2εˆ + 4ε¯ +
εPA + εn′1 . Here, εcor is the upper bound of probability
that the strings of Alice and Bob are not same after er-
ror correction; ε¯ is the upper bound of probability that
the real value of phase-flip error rate of untagged bits is
larger than eph′1 ; εn′1 is the upper bound of probability
that the real value of the number of new untagged bits
is smaller than n′1, and εPA is the failure probability of
privacy amplification. And we set εcor = εˆ = εPA = ξ,
8besides, we have ε¯ = 3ξ and εn′1 = 6ξ if we set the fail-
ure probability of Chernoff bound as ξ, thus the security
coefficients, εtol = 22ξ = 2.2× 10−9.
THE CHERNOFF BOUND
Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be n random samples, detected
with the value 1 or 0, and let X denote their sum satis-
fying X =
∑n
i=1Xi. φ is the expected value of X. We
have
φL(X) =
X
1 + δ1(X)
, (13)
φU (X) =
X
1− δ2(X) , (14)
where we can obtain the values of δ1(X) and δ2(X) by
solving the following equations(
eδ1
(1 + δ1)1+δ1
) X
1+δ1
=
ξ
2
, (15)(
e−δ2
(1− δ2)1−δ2
) X
1−δ2
=
ξ
2
, (16)
where ξ is the failure probability. Thus we have
φL(NαβSαβ) = Nαβ〈Sαβ〉, φU (NαβSαβ) = Nαβ〈Sαβ〉.
(17)
Besides, we can use the Chernoff bound to help us esti-
mate their real values from their expected values. Similar
to Eqs. (13)- (16), the observed value, ϕ, and its expected
value, Y , satisfy
ϕU (Y ) = [1 + δ′1(Y )]Y, (18)
ϕL(Y ) = [1− δ′2(Y )]Y, (19)
where we can obtain the values of δ′1(Y ) and δ
′
2(Y ) by
solving the following equations(
eδ
′
1
(1 + δ′1)1+δ
′
1
)Y
=
ξ
2
, (20)
(
e−δ
′
2
(1− δ′2)1−δ′2
)Y
=
ξ
2
. (21)
CONTROLLING THE RELATIVE PHASE
BETWEEN ALICE AND BOB
Relative Phase Drift between Alice and Bob with
independent sources
In the experiment of SNS-TF-QKD, it’s particularly
significant to precisely control the relative phase of the
twin fields which interfere on Charlie’s beam splitter [21].
The differential phase fluctuations between Alice and
Bob are subject to the wavelength difference of the two
light sources and the relative phase drift of the different
signal fiber links [10]. Here, to compensate the wave-
length difference of the two light sources, we employed
the time-frequency dissemination technology to remotely
lock the two independent lasers to be the same frequency.
Then, in order to accurately compensate for the relative
phase drift of different signal fiber links, periodically, the
two users transmitted phase reference pulses to Charlie,
while Charlie recorded the detections of the interference
in a limited cumulative time with the finite intensity of
reference pulses to estimate the most possible relative
phase for a post processing [21]. The cumulative time
of reference detections needs to be set to get enough ref-
erence counts for an accurate estimation of the relative
phase, is mainly subject to the relative phase drift rate of
the twin-field over long distances. Therefore, with the re-
motely locked light sources, we tested the relative phase
drift of all the different distances with two same length
signal fiber links.
The result of the relative phase drift (phase drift angle
and the phase drift rate) with 0 km total signal fiber
links is shown in Fig. 5, the corresponding phase drift rate
follows a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation
of 2.72rad ·ms−1.
Following the 0km, we tested the total signal fiber links
of 350 km, the phase drift result is shown in Fig. 6, and
the phase drift rate follows a Gaussian distribution with
a standard deviation of 6.89rad ·ms−1.
Furthermore, we extended the total signal fiber links
to 408 km and 509 km, the corresponding relative phase
drift results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the respective
phase drift rates follows a Gaussian distribution with the
standard deviation of 9.52rad ·ms−1 and 9.58rad ·ms−1.
In our experiment, the standard deviation of the rel-
ative phase drift rate is less than 9.6 rad ·ms−1 for all
scenarios, even over the 509 km signal fiber link. Ac-
cording to the maximum phase drift rate of 509 km
(25rad ·ms−1), we applied accumulating of 12 basic peri-
ods of the reference detections for the relative phase esti-
mation, the corresponding relative phase drift is around
0.3 rad (or 17 degree) which contributes to an error is
less than 4% when Alice and Bob sent the same phase.
Estimating the Relative Phase Drifts of the
twin-field
In the experiment, instead of compensating for the rel-
ative phase drift in real-time with active feedback, the
two users periodically transmitted phase reference pulses
to Charlie, and Charlie recorded the interference results
for estimating the most possible relative phase of the
twin-field [21].
As mentioned in the subsection of encoding details,
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FIG. 5. The relative phase drift of 0 km total signal fiber links.
Alice and Bob send 4 reference pulses to Charlie with
400 ns duration in one period. One after another, Alice
modulates the phase to 0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2, while Bob mod-
ulates the phase to pi on 4 reference pulses with a each
100 ns pulse duration, and Charlie successively records
the interference detections of the 4 pairs of pulses. After
several periods of accumulation, Charlie counts the total
detections of the two detectors of each phase difference
as Ni, where i = 1...4 indicates the different phase differ-
ence between Alice and Bob are {pi, 3pi/2, 0, pi/2}. Then
he calculate the normalized counts probabilities as:
pi = 2Ni/ΣNi (22)
Similarly, these theoretical probabilities are calculated
as:
pTi(∆ϕT ) = cos
2(
∆θi + ∆ϕT
2
) (23)
where pTi(∆ϕT ) is the theoretical detection probability
when the relative phase of the twin-field is ∆ϕT , and
the phase differences are ∆θi ={pi, 3pi/2, 0, pi/2}, for
i = 1...4. Finally, he minimize the error model Err(∆ϕT )
between counts and theoretical probabilities to estimate
∆ϕT [21].
Err(∆ϕT ) =
∑
i
[pi − pTi(∆ϕT )]2 (24)
It’s a challenge to accurately estimate the relative
phase that the finite intensity of the reference pulses and
the limited cumulative time of reference detections which
is subject to the relative phase drift rate of the twin-field
over long distances. In our experiment, we optimized the
numbers of the period to 12 to accumulate the counts
of the two detectors for the relative phase estimation,
which means that the statistics counted up to 12 us, the
corresponding total counts of the 4 reference pulses are
about 40. And we also tested the total counts about
25 is almost the minimum counts for an accurate phase
estimation.
Compensating for the relative phase via
post-processing
In the theoretical analysis, after successful phase esti-
mation, Charlie needs to stabilize the relative phase to
0 by a phase compensation. Here, instead of actively
compensating, we apply a reasonable post selection of
X-basis events to estimate the error rate in X-basis by
the phase slice criterion [21].
1− | cos(θA − θB + ∆ϕT )| < Λ (25)
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FIG. 6. The relative phase drift of 350 km total signal fiber links.
with the estimated values of ∆ϕT , the corresponding
value of the Λ is set to 0.015 in the experiment.
ENCODING DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT
In the experiment, with pre-generated quantum num-
bers, Alice and Bob implement the modulation by con-
trolling an arbitrary-wave generator of which the sam-
pling rate is 2 GHz with 14-bit depth and the maximum
amplitude of output signal is about 500 mV. Then the
two users amplify the modulation signal by more than
25 dB to drive the modulators to encode. With a basic
encoding period of 1 µs, Alice (Bob) encodes the light
to 16 different phase slices with a phase modulator (PM)
and 5 different intensities with three intensity modulators
(IMs). For the phase encoding, during the basic period
of 1 µs, Alice (Bob) randomly modulates the phase to
θA (θB) on 15 signal pulses with a 30 ns duration in the
first 450 ns, θA, θB ∈ {0, pi/8, 2pi/8...15pi/8}, in the next
400 ns, Alice orderly modulates the phase to 0, pi/2, pi,
3pi/2, while Bob modulates the phase to pi on 4 reference
pulses with a each 100 ns duration, and then they both
modulate the phase to pi on vacuum state pulses in the
last 150 ns. As the different durations and amplitudes of
the phase waveform patterns in a basic period, normal
RF amplifiers are difficult to maintain without distor-
tion after amplifying the modulation signal with a high
gain which inevitably contributes to QBER in X-basis,
especially the driving voltage of the phase modulator is
approximate to 9 V peak-peak value, therefore by apply-
ing two linear amplifiers to drive the phase modulators,
we can keep the error rate in X-basis less than 4%.
Following the phase modulation, the two users mod-
ulate the light to 5 different intensities with three IMs.
During the basic period of 1 µs, Alice and Bob randomly
modulate the pulse intensity to µx, µx ∈ {µz, µ1, µ2, 0}
on 15 signal pulses with a 1 ns duration and 29 ns interval
in the first 450 ns, µz is the intensity of the signal state,
µ1 is the intensity of the weak decoy state, µ2 is the inten-
sity of the strong decoy state, and 0 is the vacuum state,
in the next 400 ns, they modulate the intensity to µref
on 4 reference pulses with a each 100 ns duration, finaly
they modulate the intensity to 0 on vacuum state pulses
in the last 150 ns as the recovery time for the supercon-
ducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs).
Here, the signal pulses include the signal state pulse,
weak decoy state pulse, strong decoy state pulse and vac-
uum state pulse. The first IM modulates light to 5 dif-
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FIG. 7. The relative phase drift of 408 km total signal fiber links.
ferent intensities, the maximum intensity pulses are used
as phase reference pulses, while the second as the signal
state, the third as strong decoy state, the fourth as weak
decoy state, and the minimum as vacuum state. The last
two IMs modulates the intensities of the phase reference
pulses and signal pulses to the designed ratio to ensure
that the output signal intensities are agreement with the
theoretical requirements and the reference detections are
high enough for phase compensation; In order to reduce
the detection probability of the noise, the signal pulse
width is set to 1 ns of the last IM, additionally, the sig-
nal pulse width is set to 3 ns and 2 ns of the first two
IMs to ensure the modulation signal pulses of the three
IMs are well overlapped. The reference pulse width of
the 3 IMs is set to 100 ns to ensure the maximum refer-
ence detections. All the IMs placed in a thick foam box
to reduce the fluctuations of the ambient temperature in
the lab. And all the IMs block the light when the pulse
is a “vacuum” state, or is a “not-sending” state in the
Z-basis. Before sent away from the secure zone of Al-
ice and Bob, the signal intensities are attenuated to the
single-photon level by an attenuator.
DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Consistently, we set the length of the fiber between
Alice and Charlie to be the same length between Bob
and Charlie, the detailed parameters which includes the
optical efficiencies of the fibers and optical devices at the
measurement site, the proportions and intensities of each
states for each fiber lengths are summarized in Tab. I.
The “fiber length” in the table is the total fiber length,
where µ1, µ2 and µz are the intensities for the decoy
states and the signal state. Here, we set the width of
the signal pulse to 1 ns, while the effective width of the
phase reference pulses to 100 ns, and the corresponding
intensity of each 1 ns denoted by µref .
In the experiment over different fiber distances, based
on the performance of modulation systems as well as de-
tection noise, the ratio of sending and the total number
(Ntotal) of signal pulses are different. The ratio of send-
ing X (Z) basis is pX (pZ). In the X basis, the ratio
of sending vacuum (0), weak decoy state (µ1) and strong
decoy state (µ2) are p0, p1 and p2. In Z basis, the frac-
tions of “sending” and “not-sending” pulses are pz1 and
pz0, respectively.
Finally, according to the above parameters, we calcu-
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FIG. 8. The relative phase drift of 509 km total signal fiber links.
lated the intensity at Alice’s (Bob’s) output. Taking the
optics efficiencies and detection efficiencies into account,
we also estimated the detection counts.
THE RE-RAYLEIGH SCATTERING IN FIBER
When the light wave with the wavelength of λ0 travels
through an optical fiber, most of the energy propagates
forward, experiencing a loss from the fiber’s attenuation,
while a small portion of the light undergoes scattering,
which is the dispersal of a light beam into a multitude
of other beams radiated in a range of directions. As the
reference pulses need to apply the same wavelength as
the signal and share the same fiber in a time-multiplexing
way in the experiment of SNS-TF-QKD, the scattering
of strong reference pulses in fiber inevitably induce noise.
There are several scattering mechanisms that operate in
the optical fiber mainly includes elastic scattering and
inelastic scattering.
In an optical fiber, the elastic scattering is mainly
Rayleigh scattering, the wavelength of the Rayleigh scat-
tering is same with the propagating beam. As shown in
Fig. 9(a), at the point 0, the seed light with intensity of
P0 is sent into the single mode fiber (SMF), and P0 is
FIG. 9. Rayleigh scattering in fiber.
attenuated to PL at the point L due to the intrinsic loss
of the fiber:
PL = P0e
−αL (26)
where alpha is the intrinsic loss coefficient of fiber.
Then, at the point of L, affected by impurity defects
in the SMF, the light with intensity of PL is backward
scattered with Rayleigh scattering to the intensity of PB′ ,
further the PB′ is attenuated to PB at the point of 0.
Thus, the intensity of dPB at the point of 0 caused by
Rayleigh scattering in the range of dL at the point L can
be described as:
dPB = dPB′e
−αL = PLSe−αLdL = P0Se−2αLdL (27)
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TABLE I. Experimental parameters for the different fiber lengths.
Fiber Length 350 km 408 km 509 km
µ1 0.1 0.150 0.1
µ2 0.411 0.393 0.384
µz 0.496 0.495 0.447
µref 29.382 36.658 247.3
pX 0.134 0.113 0.224
pZ 0.866 0.887 0.776
p0 0.036 0.028 0.077
p1 0.898 0.874 0.850
p2 0.066 0.098 0.073
pz0 0.725 0.724 0.732
pz1 0.275 0.276 0.268
Reference Width (ns) 100 100 100
Output Intensity (nW) 1.503 1.875 12.65
Detections (MHz) 1.85 1.85 1.85
The total intensity of the backward Rayleigh scattering
can be described as:
PB =
∫ L
0
dPB =
P0S
2α
(1− e−2αL) (28)
where S = 2αPB
P0(1−e−2αL) is the coefficient of backward
Rayleigh scattering. If L ≥50 km, 1 − e−2αL ≈ 1,
S = 2αPBP0 .
Furthermore, as there are many impurity defects in op-
tical fiber in the range of point 0 and point L, the back-
ward scattered light at point L with the intensity of PB′
would be Rayleigh scattered again which is affected by
the impurity defects at point L′. As shown in Fig. 9(b),
we define the Rayleigh scattering of the backward scat-
tered light originating from the Rayleigh scattering of the
seed light as Re-Rayleigh scattering in optical fiber. At
the point of L′, the intensity PS′ of the backward scat-
tered light from point L can be described as:
PS′ = PB′e
−α(L−L′) (29)
and the corresponding intensity of the Re-Rayleigh scat-
tering at the point of L′ can be expressed as:
PS′′ = PS′S = PB′Se
−α(L−L′) (30)
Thus, the intensity of dPSl at the point of l caused by
Re-Rayleigh scattering in the range of dL at the point L
can be described as:
dPSl = dPS′′e
−α(l−L′) = dPS′Se−α(l−L
′)dL′
= PLS
2e−α(L−L
′)e−α(l−L
′)dLdL′
= P0S
2e−αLe−α(L−L
′)e−α(l−L
′)dLdL′
(31)
As the polarization of the Re-Rayleigh scattering is ran-
dom in optical fiber, half of the probability of which
causes noise in measurement station, thus the total in-
tensity of the Re-Rayleigh scattering noise Psrs can be
described as:
Psrs =
1
2
PSl
=
∫ l
0
∫ L
0
1
2
P0S
2e−αLe−α(L−L
′)e−α(l−L
′)dL′ dL
=
P0S
2
4α
e−αl[l +
e−2αl
2α
− 1
2α
]
(32)
Additionally, due to the intensity of the strong refer-
ence pulses is much less than 1 mw, the inelastic scat-
tering consists of spontaneous Brillouin scattering and
spontaneous Raman scattering in fiber. Here, the in-
elastic spontaneous scattering is very weak, we can only
consider the forward inelastic scattering noise. Com-
pared to Rayleigh scattering, the intensity of the forward
spontaneous Brillouin scattering is two to three orders of
magnitude lower with a frequency shift less than 1 GHz,
while the forward spontaneous Raman scattering is three
to five orders of magnitude lower with a THz frequency
shift [34]. The forward spontaneous Brillouin scattering
noise from strong reference pulses is no effect to signal
as the dispersion of the noise beam is much less than
14.5 ns (the minimum separation between signal pulses
and reference pulses). Although the forward spontaneous
Raman scattering noise would overlaps the signal pulses,
it can be blocked by using a narrow band filter such as
DWDM. Thus, only considering the inevitable noise in
our experimental system, we can describe the detection
noise as the following formula:
d =
P0S
2
4Eνα
e−αl[l +
e−2αl
2α
− l
2α
] +Dc (33)
where the first term is described as the Re-Rayleigh scat-
tering noise, and the second term is the dark count of
SNSPD; d is the detection noise count, Eν is the pho-
ton energy, l is the fiber length, α is the loss coefficient
of fiber, P0 is the intensity of light sent into the fiber,
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Dc is the dark count of SNSPD. Ultimately, as shown in
Fig. 10, we tested the detection noise corresponding to
the different count rates with a single source over 250 km
standard optical fiber, also, in the main text, by applying
two remotely locked laser sources, we tested the detection
noise over 408 km and 509 km ultra-low loss fiber with
2 MHz count rate in our experiment, which are almost
agreement with the estimation results.
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FIG. 10. Detection noise caused by Re-Rayleigh scattering
corresponding to the different count rates with 250km stan-
dard optical fiber. The blue circles show the experimental
results and the orange curve shows the theoretical estimation
results.
In a brief conclusion, in the experiment of SNS-TF-
QKD, the scattering from the strong reference pulses in
fiber prevents the detected noise from being as low as
the dark count of the SNSPDs over long fiber links. Here,
there is no need to consider the forward spontaneous Bril-
louin scattering noise as the dispersion of the noise beam
without overlapping to the signal pulses; And the forward
spontaneous Raman scattering noise can be blocked by
using a narrow band filter. Though the Re-Rayleigh scat-
tering noise is acceptable at 500 km scale, as an intrinsic
noise, it deteriorates with distance if we want to maintain
the reference detection rate for an accurate estimation of
relative phase that inevitably degrades the performance
of the TF QKD and will become a severe problem in
further longer distance.
DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Tabs. II, we characterized our experimental system
which includes the efficiency of the SNSPDs (SNSPD-
ch1/SNSPD-ch2), the insertion loss of the signal fiber
links (LossFiberA, LossFiberB) the transmittance of the
optical elements consist of the polarization controller
(PC-A/PC-B), the circulator (CIR-A/CIR-B), the dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM-A/DWDM-
B), polarization beam splitter (PBS-A/PBS-B) and the
polarization maintaining beam splitter (BS-A-ch1/BS-A-
ch2 and BS-B-ch1/BS-B-ch2) in the measurement sta-
tion.
In order to obtain a sufficiently good performance of
the interference with a higher visibility, we set a detec-
tion window which is narrower than the pulse width to
the signal pulses. At the same time, in Alice’s (Bob’s)
station, limited by the AWG, the time jitter of the sig-
nal pulse is about 100 ps, further the jitter of the sig-
nal pulses deteriorates along with the transmission fiber
links. Caused by jitter of the signal pulses, non-overlap
between the signal pluses and detection windows added
the insertion loss of Charlie’s measurement devices. The
fraction of the data falling within the detection window is
represented by the parameter rgate. Note that all the de-
tections are filtered according to the digital window and
the estimation success probability rc by Charlie, before
the detections are announced. Here, the fraction of the
data falling within the detection window of the experi-
ment of 350 km, 408 km, and 509 km are about 51%,
48% and 35% respectively.
For each fiber length, the experimental results are sum-
marized in Tab. III. In the table, we denote n1(Before
AOPP) (n1(After AOPP)) as the number of the un-
tagged bits in Z1-windows, e
ph
1 (Before AOPP) (e
ph
1 (After
AOPP)) as the phase-flip error rate, and QBER(Z −
Before) (QBER(Z − After)) as the bit-flip error rate
before (after) the bit error rejection by active odd par-
ity pairing (AOPP). With the best accepted phase dif-
ference Ds (in degrees) and the total number of sig-
nal pulses Ntotal, we calculate the error rates in the Z
bases are given by “QBER(Z − Before)”, “eph1 (Before
AOPP)”, and the error rates in the X bases are given
by “QBER(X11)” for the weak decoy states “11” be-
fore AOPP. Similarly, applying the bit error rejection
by AOPP, the error rates in the Z bases are given by
“QBER(Z − After)” and “eph1 (After AOPP)”. Then,
based on the accepted phase estimation success proba-
bilities rc, we optimized the different phase difference
ranges Ds to maximize the final key rate R.
Furthermore, in the following rows, we list the numbers
of pulses Alice and Bob sent in different decoy states,
labelled as “Sent-ABCD”, where “A” (“B”) is “X” or
“Z” indicating the basis which Alice (Bob) has used; “C”
(“D”) is “0”, “1”, “2” or “3”, indicating the intensity
which Alice (Bob) has chosen within “vacuum”, “µ1”,
“µ2” or “µz”.
The total number sent pulses of Alice and Bob is listed
as “Sent-AB”. As with the numbers of sent pulses, the
numbers of detections are listed as “Detected-ABCD”.
The total valid detections reported by Charlie is denoted
as “Detected-Valid-ch”, where “ch” can be “Det1” or
“Det2” indicating the responsive detector of the recorded
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TABLE II. Experimental parameters for different fiber lengths.
Fiber Length 350 km 408 km 509 km
LossFiberA 33.00dB 34.38dB 42.50dB
LossFiberB 33.20dB 34.04dB 42.10dB
PC-A 94.2%
PC-B 92.8%
CIR-A 84.7%
CIR-B 85.2%
DWDM-A 89.3%
DWDM-B 88.7%
PBS-A 91.1%
PBS-B 86.5%
BS-A-ch1 36.9%
BS-A-ch2 38.6%
BS-B-ch1 39.1%
BS-B-ch2 41.4 %
SNSPD-ch1 58.0%
SNSPD-ch2 56.0%
counts. The table also gives the numbers of detections
falling within the accepted difference range Ds, listed
as “Detected-ABCD-Ds-Ch”, where “Ds” indicates that
only the data within the accepted range Ds are counted,
“Ch” indicates the detection channel. The numbers of
correct detections are listed as “Correct-ABCD-Ds-Ch”,
and used to calculate the X basis error rate. The op-
timized acceptance ranges are listed on the top lines of
this table.
Additionally, we calculate the QBERs of the X-basis
over 509 km when Alice and Bob sent decoy states of
µ1 and µ2 with the different detection counts according
to the different phase difference range (Ds) and the ac-
cepted phase estimation success probabilities rc, which
are listed in Tabs. IV, Tabs.V, Tabs. VI and VII re-
spectively. Finally, as shown in Tab. VIII, by searching
though ranges of parameter values to find the optimized
key rate, we extract the secure key rates with different
parameter values.
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TABLE III. Experimental results for different fiber lengths.
Fiber Length 350 km 408 km 509 km
Ntotal 3.05× 1011 5.20× 1011 1.55× 1012
R 6.34× 10−7 3.22× 10−7 1.79× 10−8
n1(Before AOPP) 2444570 2828500 729886
n1(Atter AOPP) 412655 411515 128059
eph1 (Before AOPP) 5.82% 6.78% 6.46%
eph1 (After AOPP) 11.13% 12.83% 12.40%
QBER(Z −Before) 27.33% 27.47% 27.07%
QBER(Z −After) 0.072% 0.076% 0.922%
QBER(X11) 3.3% 3.0% 3.8%
QBER(X22) 1.8% 3.0% 2.2%
rc 1 1 0.5
Ds 15◦ 12◦ 15◦
rrc 1 1 0.9996
rgate 0.51 0.48 0.35
Sent-ZZ 228395800000 409130800000 935934600000
Sent-ZX00 912200000 1079200000 15419600000
Sent-ZX01 23068800000 33283400000 168177400000
Sent-ZX02 1719800000 3724600000 14383000000
Sent-ZX30 345200000 399800000 5596200000
Sent-XZ00 929000000 1074000000 15330800000
Sent-XZ10 23040800000 33200000000 168255400000
Sent-XZ20 1690000000 3752600000 14364400000
Sent-XZ03 352800000 408600000 5571400000
Sent-XX00 7800000 5200000 466600000
Sent-XX01 178200000 154000000 5163400000
Sent-XX02 17200000 17000000 438000000
Sent-XX10 182200000 163800000 5111800000
Sent-XX20 13200000 19600000 442200000
Sent-XX11 4409800000 5074800000 56133000000
Sent-XX22 22200000 62400000 412400000
Detected-Valid-Det1 3840607 5073367 1407071
Detected-Valid-Det2 3706688 4954148 1353476
Detected-ZX00 22 15 239
Detected-ZX01 214060 324071 120954
Detected-ZX02 62725 109410 36537
Detected-ZX30 16168 14097 20011
Detected-XZ00 14 17 206
Detected-XZ10 215668 346605 132391
Detected-XZ20 61585 100798 41210
Detected-XZ03 15631 13294 17545
Detected-XX00 0 0 6
Detected-XX01 1688 1441 3761
Detected-XX02 681 466 1139
Detected-XX10 1736 1656 3980
Detected-XX20 495 571 1324
Detected-XX11 82448 102201 84034
Detected-XX22 1575 3606 2198
Detected-XX11-Ds-Ch1 7338 7341 7341
Detected-XX11-Ds-Ch2 7071 7107 7059
Correct-XX11-Ds-Ch1 7110 7139 7105
Correct-XX11-Ds-Ch2 6841 6880 6750
Detected-ZZError 1577237 2107983 458709
Detected-ZZCorrect 4194347 5565128 1235589
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TABLE IV. X basis QBERs for decoy state µ1 with 509 km ultra-low loss fiber.
RC|Ds/2 deg=2◦ deg=5◦ deg=8◦ deg=10◦ deg=12◦ deg=15◦ deg=30◦
rc=0.01 3.0% 3.1% 3.2% 3.3% 3.6% 3.6% 6.1%
rc=0.05 3.0% 3.2% 3.2% 3.5% 3.7% 3.8% 6.1%
rc=0.10 2.9% 3.2% 3.4% 3.5% 3.7% 3.7% 6.1%
rc=0.50 2.9% 3.2% 3.4% 3.5% 3.7% 3.8% 6.2%
rc=1.00 2.9% 3.3% 3.4% 3.5% 3.7% 3.8% 6.2%
TABLE V. X basis QBERs for decoy state µ2 with 509 km ultra-low loss fiber.
RC|Ds/2 deg=2◦ deg=5◦ deg=8◦ deg=10◦ deg=12◦ deg=15◦ deg=30◦
rc=0.01 0 0 1.1% 1.9% 1.5% 2.5% 4.0%
rc=0.05 0 1.0% 1.2% 2.1% 1.7% 2.1% 4.6%
rc=0.10 0 0.9% 1.1% 1.9% 1.5% 1.9% 4.7%
rc=0.50 0 1.6% 1.6% 2.3% 1.9% 2.2% 4.9%
rc=1.00 0 1.6% 1.6% 2.3% 1.9% 2.2% 4.9%
TABLE VI. X basis Detections for decoy state µ1 with 509 km ultra-low loss fiber.
RC|Ds/2 deg=2◦ deg=5◦ deg=8◦ deg=10◦ deg=12◦ deg=15◦ deg=30◦
rc=0.01 1078 2436 3827 4736 5667 6945 13806
rc=0.05 2016 4496 7027 8645 10297 12693 25040
rc=0.10 2231 4963 7748 9515 11350 13955 27477
rc=0.50 2286 5114 7990 9814 11710 14400 28354
rc=1.00 2287 5117 7994 9818 11715 14405 28365
TABLE VII. X basis Detections for decoy state µ2 with 509 km ultra-low loss fiber.
RC|Ds/2 deg=2◦ deg=5◦ deg=8◦ deg=10◦ deg=12◦ deg=15◦ deg=30◦
rc=0.01 27 52 92 108 131 162 351
rc=0.05 57 105 166 195 236 285 608
rc=0.10 62 115 183 214 259 313 675
rc=0.50 64 122 191 222 267 324 698
rc=1.00 64 122 191 222 267 324 698
TABLE VIII. Key Rate for different parameters with 509 km ultra-low loss fiber.
RC|Ds/2 deg=2◦ deg=5◦ deg=8◦ deg=10◦ deg=12◦ deg=15◦ deg=30◦
rc=0.01 0 3.29× 10−9 4.95× 10−9 5.35× 10−9 5.05× 10−9 5.64× 10−9 1.35× 10−9
rc=0.05 4.02× 10−9 1.16× 10−8 1.37× 10−8 1.45× 10−8 1.42× 10−8 1.48× 10−8 6.28× 10−9
rc=0.10 6.37× 10−9 1.41× 10−8 1.59× 10−8 1.68× 10−8 1.64× 10−8 1.73× 10−8 7.59× 10−9
rc=0.50 7.38× 10−9 1.47× 10−8 1.67× 10−8 1.76× 10−8 1.72× 10−8 1.79× 10−8 7.71× 10−9
rc=1.00 7.40× 10−9 1.44× 10−8 1.65× 10−8 1.75× 10−8 1.70× 10−8 1.78× 10−8 7.63× 10−9
